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AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW
GOD’S LOVE
The Word of God reminds us,
whatever we did for one of the
least of these brothers (and
sisters) we did it for the Lord
(Matthew 25:35-40)
ASHIN AND ALAN
When asked how long she has
been in Malaysia, she paused…
AISHAH’S STORY
Aishah, a Muslim Rohingya
refugee fled Myanmar – Burma
as she calls it. with her husband
13 long years ago
HELPING OUR BROTHER
He used to sleep along the 5-foot
-way by the shops in PJ Old
Town
TESTIMONY FROM CAREY
ISLAND
The youngest does not drink
milk like all little girls do, as
the family simply cannot afford
luxuries like this. Instead, she
drinks Kopi O
REACHING OUT TO THE
MIGRANT WORKERS

An Opportunity to show God’s love
A generous man will himself be blessed, for he shares his food with the poor.
(Proverbs 22:9)
Foodbank was launched in April 2009, in response to the increasing numbers of
needy families, single parents, street people, homeless, migrants and many other
people affected by challenging times and global recession.
The Word of God reminds us, whatever we did for one of the least of these
brothers (and sisters); we did it for the Lord (Matthew 25:35-40), we are also
open-handed towards our brothers and towards the poor and needy in our land
(Deuteronomy 15:11). A generous man will himself be blessed, for he shares his
food with the poor (Proverbs 22:9).
Foodbank provides basic essential food items to these clients and to support
other ministries that minister holistically to these people in need.

Food for the living, Hope for the least

“Fearful, without hope and …
congested!”
WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
TO HELP!
The hungry folks are out there
– really poor families, starving
children, unemployed single
parents, disabled
FOOD DISTRIBUTION TO
DESA MENTARI AND KOTA
DAMANSARA

1. To avail Helping Hand as the platform for all to reach out
to the needy by providing for their food and other essential
needs.
2. To promote joyous working partnership with other existing
ministry teams.
3. To bring together the collaborative work and harmony
between donors, providers and consumers at the marketplace.

I told him that in times of
despair, he was to call on the
name of Jesus and no one else
Community Excel Services (CES), Dream Centre, 2 Jalan 13/1, Seksyen 13, 46200 Petaling Jaya., Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: +6 03 79587388 Fax: +6 03 79583787 Email: general@ces.org.my Website: www.ces.org.my
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Aishah’s Story
By Sharon Tan
Aishah, a Muslim Rohingya refugee fled Myanmar – Burma as she calls it – with her husband
13 long years ago. She was forced to leave behind two young daughters with relatives there.
Aishah gave birth to a son while in Malaysia, a deaf and dumb boy who is now 10 years old.
Her husband cared little for his children and eventually left her for another woman.
Aishah used to help a Chinese towkay sell “Yow Chah Kueh” but now makes a living selling
Myanmar delicacies by a sidewalk in Selayang. Aishah has been doing this for about a year
now and makes roughly RM30 a day with a profit of less than RM20. With this, she buys food
for her son and herself, pays the rent, makes phone calls to her daughters – now 13 and 16 years
old and sends money back to Burma for their upkeep. Her daughters miss their parents and long
to join them in Malaysia – yet Aishah cannot afford the „agent fee‟ to bring them to Malaysia.

The Foodbank
helps Aishah and
her son through
providing at least
one nutritious
meal a week
through the
food-sharing
programme ran by

Aishah is fluent in Malay and this probably helps her in her food sale. Aishah‟s greatest
challenge now is taking her son to University Hospital for his treatment. Public transport in
Selayang is almost non-existent while taxi drivers charge an exorbitant rate.
The Foodbank helps Aishah and her son through providing at least one nutritious meal a week
through the food-sharing programme ran by the Myanmar Refugee Ministry.
At the same time, the friendly atmosphere at the food-sharing session allows her disabled son to
mix around with other children of his own age. Aishah and her son also received some clothes
donated by church members.

the Myanmar
Refugee Ministry

Editor: Please pray for God to heal Aishah‟s son
and for God‟s power to be made known to all the
Rohingya people.

Helping our brother
By Sharon Tan
Ricky is a mentally-challenged street man. He use to sleep along the 5-foot-way
by the shops in PJ Old Town.
Ricky now has a place to sleep at night, and is assured of at least one good
Sunday night dinner through the food-sharing programme carried out by the
Myanmar Refugee Ministry. The Foodbank contributes to this programme by
supplying the ministry with a constant supply of cooking oil, rice and other basic
foodstuff. Ricky is currently looking for a job at Pasar Borong Selayang.
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Testimony from Carey Island
By Oh Bee Leng
Roslan is a father to 4 children. His oldest child is 12 years old and his youngest is about 2 years old. He has not had a
regular job until just recently. Even then, his job at the nearby factory brings home merely RM600. His wife often sighs
that he does not earn enough to meet the needs of the growing family. The family makes do with what little they have. It
often means very simple meals of rice and a little vegetable, sometimes fish, usually lacking in the nutrition needed for
growing children. The youngest does not drink milk like all little girls do, as the family simply cannot
afford luxuries like this. Instead, she drinks Kopi O. Sometimes, it's watered down condensed milk. Their home is
small and made from wood with nipah leaves for the roof. One living room sleeps the whole family and is also the
place where they cook and eat. It is a life of poverty, a cycle which they have been trapped in for years.
Then came the gospel about 2 years ago. The whole family believed with all their heart and faithfully attends the
fortnightly worship service. The people who bring the gospel tell them that this God they just know is called "Jehovah
Jireh" meaning "He Provides". How does that work out, they wonder? They remain in abject poverty with their
physical needs often unmet. Roslan remains jobless for long periods of time and wastes away his time unproductively,
leaving his wife to worry about the family while caring for the little ones. In recent months, she cheers up a little as
Roslan has found a job.
Then comes Foodbank Ministry, an arm of DUMC with a heart to bless the poor. Food distribution began to reach
Roslan and his family recently. These monthly food packs brings a smile to their faces. The gift pack contains amongst
others, 10 kg of rice, 5kg of oil, some packets of bihun and noodles, which means the staple food for about 2 weeks is
taken care of. Cannes of baked beans, sardines and biscuits are a real treat for the family, especially the
children!
When it comes to distribution time of the month, the family gathers excitedly around the vehicle which brought the food
packs and wait patiently for their turn to receive their share. They know these come from total strangers who love them
with the love of Christ that transcends all barriers. It is an experience that reminds them of the goodness of the Lord that
they have begun to know just in the last 2 years. With Roslan having a more secure job and regular food aid from
Foodbank to supplement their income, this family is beginning to grasp more about what Jehovah Jireh mean.
Thank you for making a difference in Roslan's family's life and the lives of the other members of the small house
church congregation in the Orang Asli kampung near Klang.

Jehovah Jireh – “He provides”
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Reaching out to the Refugees
By Sharon Tan
When an alien lives with you in your land, do not mistreat him. The alien living with you must be treated as one of
your native-born. Love him as yourself, for you were aliens in Egypt. I am the LORD your God.
~ Leviticus 19:33-34
“Fearful , without hope and …congested !”
These were the words that Matthew Ngoh used to describe the Myanmar
refugees and their living conditions in Selayang. And these were apt words
indeed.
The Myanmar community in Selayang is a mixture of both documented and
undocumented folks, a mix of primarily Muslins, Christians and Buddhists.
Most of them are Muslim Rohingya refugees that have fled to Malaysia over
the years by slipping through the Myanmar and Thai borders to escape persecution by the Burmese junta. Yet, for
many of these refugees, Malaysia has not turned to be a welcoming haven.
Immigration officials constantly target the Myanmar community in
Selayang for arrest, detention and deportation.
It is not uncommon to find 8 families with children in a single floor.
Human trafficking is also a serious issue, with some being smuggled
into Thailand for hard labour.
Yet, the Myanmar people are not bitter. Most are warm, friendly and
hardworking. Most are seeking work yet although most can speak
Malay their job options are severely limited due to their uncertain status
and almost non-existent access to education. Unemployment is high
among these people.
As a result, many of them end up working in labour-intensive jobs that
most Malaysians shun. These include working in a pasar, loading and
unloading truckloads of vegetables, fruits and other produce. The more enterprising ones sell food by the sidewalk.
Malaysia has not been kind to these refugees. It‟s hardly surprising that none o f the Myanmar
people I spoke to wish to stay in this country. For most, their hope lies in another land. America, Sweden and
Australia are the three most common countries mentioned.
However, for the Myanmar Muslims, this hope is slim indeed for, post 9/11, most of
these Western countries are weary of accepting more Muslims into their
borders. Many of the refugees have been here for many years, some as long as 10
years. There are also a number of children born in Malaysia – ultimately stateless
children – who are not allowed to attend Malaysian public schools. Thus, the
majority is under-educated and seems fated to be trapped in a vicious cycle of
poverty.
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Mumu, a young Myanmar refugee mother
with 4 young children feeding her youngest
daughter with food courtesy of Foodbank

Nonetheless, there is some glimmer of hope: three men from three churches came together and by faith, began to
reach out to this people group. Alan Lee, DUMC, Matthew Ngoh, FGA and Pastor Yeoh, Grace Outreach were the
pioneers in this endeavour. They started a food-sharing programme, aimed at providing at least a meal a week to the
Myanmar community.
The food-sharing programme is held every Sunday at 6.00 pm and has been providing food to around 20 adults and
about 30 children. Most of the adults are poor refugees. Now, they have moved into a rental premise and have weekly
Adult and Children English classes. Now there are 5 adults and 25 children attending these classes every Sunday.
Computer classes are conducted every Saturday and guitar class conducted 3 times a week for the
community. They are constantly looking for volunteers to help in these areas.
The Foodbank helps by providing basic food items such as oil, rice, instant noodles and biscuits for the weekly
food sharing session. These go far in helping poor families with a number of small children such as Mumu‟s
through providing them with at least one nutritious meal a week at no cost.
The Myanmar Refugee Ministry‟s food sharing session was recently moved to a new location in front of a
madrasah located on top of a shop along the street. The madrasah is a religious education centre that also house
orphan and poor Myanmar children. Most of these children are either orphans, or have had their parents arrested by
the authorities. Yet, on Sunday mornings, they allow a Buddhist organization to teach English to the children on their
premise. And on late Sunday evenings, these children are allowed to come downstairs to join in the food
sharing session. It is something of a small miracle that despite religious sensitivities in this country, there are still
instances where religious differences can be put away in the name of helping those in need.
Again, the Foodbank helps by providing the basic foodstuff necessary to cook Sunday dinner enjoyed by these
children. Despite eating by the roadside, the atmosphere is jolly and is akin to a small party as other neighbourhood
children join in the „makan‟ session. The Myanmar Refugee Ministry needs a constant supply of cooking oil, rice
and other basic food supply in order to continue blessing these children and other refugees and migrants with a free
weekly dinner.
Editor: - The Myanmar Refugee Ministry has just started a centre in Selayang where they are offering computer
lesson weekly. They hope that Christians from different churches can join in and impart different kinds of work
skills for the Myanmar Refugees. In this way, we can have the opportunity to know them, to serve them, and to
share the gospel holistically, not just during the weekends.
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Window of Opportunity to Help!
By Mary Anne Tan
We all know how essential food is to the well being and growth of our bodies. For many of us, we‟re very careful with
what we spend our money on, be it for clothes or the little luxuries of life. Yet when it comes to food, many will
acknowledge that the willingness to spend is there – really one shouldn‟t hold back on food especially when it comes
to feeding one‟s children.
Many a poor family or a single parent are on the same wavelength on this matter except that their slender income makes
it difficult to get sufficient food on the table for their brood of children with their accompanying
voracious appetites. But how many of us pause to think of how much food we are wasting, daily, weekly and monthly?
You buy a loaf of bread, nibble at a slice or two, forget to eat the rest and end up throwing away the
unfinished loaf two or three days later. A family scraping for every morsel for their little ones, can demolish a loaf of
bread in less time than it takes for you to toast it.
You buy cans of sardines, chicken curry, peas, baked beans, ikan bilis sambal - and the tinned items are left in your
pantry or kitchen shelves for months, all but forgotten as you flit from restaurant to restaurant in search of great food.
Meanwhile your tinned stuff hits the expiry date and get swept into the trash can many months later.

The hungry folks are out there - really poor families,
starving children,
unemployed single parents, disabled ...
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A destitute single parent would be really delighted if they could have one can of tinned food to feed their hungry tots on
a daily basis. The hungry folks are out there – really poor families, starving children, unemployed single parents,
disabled adults – you can be the one to bring in that sliver of light into their darkened lives, you can give a bag of
groceries each month or commit money for groceries on a monthly or a quarterly basis, the opportunity to make a
difference lies squarely on you and your love for your needy neighbour.
CES’ Foodbank was launched to assuage the needs of the poor and the hungry. Foodbank gives you that special
„window of opportunity” to reach out and do exactly what Jesus himself did when he was on earth – feed the hungry
both spiritually and physically.

Why then are we shying away from this Christian mandate?
Why are we not responding to this ‘window of opportunity’ to feed the hungry?
Let’s remove the ‘shutters’ from our eyes and allow our hearts to reach out to those in dire need so that collectively
we can impact the community positively.
Now isn‟t that the best possible „food for thought” for each of us today?

Ashin and Alan
By Sharon Tan
Ashin struck me as a reserved and dignified old lady. There is a certain
sadness etched in her features and she somehow seemed out of place
standing by a sidewalk in Selayang, where she operates one of the larger
makeshift food stalls.
Ashin came to Malaysia by paying an agent around RM2,000 per person. She has 5 children. When asked how long
she has been in Malaysia, she paused, mentally counting the years before lifting both hands hesitantly to display 7
fingers. Ashin‟s dream is to join her sister in Sweden one day.
Ashin has diabetes and speaks limited Malay. Day to day living is a hardship for her. The Foodbank helps by
providing rice, cooking oil and other basic food stuff to the Myanmar Refugees Ministry which prepares a free Sunday
night dinner for her and her children.
Alan Lee is from DUMC. He is one of the three initiators of the Myanmar Refugees Ministry in Selayang.
Editor: Please pray for Ashin, for improvement to her diabetic condition and for God‟s hand to be upon her and her 5
children.
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Food Distribution to Desa Mentari & Kota Damansara
By Susan Yong
We want to thank all who had generously contributed to the Foodbank. Due to the generosity of our DUMC members,
recently more than 36 families from the Children Church outreach ministry - K.I.D.S. were blessed from this project.
These families are mainly from the poor Indian community at Desa Mentari, Kota Damansara and Kayu Ara. We want
to thank all for giving to the Lord and for your partnership in this ministry.
Although new to K.I.D.S. ministry, I was excited to go along to visit the homes of our kids from Desa Mentari Kota
Damansara. My visit was certainly an eye opener to the poverty and hopelessness these people are subjected to, day
after day. One of the families we visited had 7 children to feed, with a father with mental health issue as head of the
household. The father relates his despair as to days where there is no food in the house to feed his family. He struggles
with his drinking problem and has no control of the situation when his mental condition becomes unstable. As he was
relating this to us, I could sense his hopelessness as to how this situation in his family could ever be resolved.
When he saw us bringing food items for his family, he was extremely grateful and thanked us. I told him that all
blessings come from God and it is Him that he should thank, we were just messengers. I told him that in times of
despair, he was to call on the name of Jesus and no one else.
By bringing food to their house, we were able to lend a listening ear and pray for their entire family. I wish to thank
everyone who has and is contributing to our Foodbank as these families really do need our help. In some cases, just to
survive. The exposure has made me aware of how blessed my own life is. I cannot help but think that their situation
could just as easily have been mine, but for the grace of God. I wish to express how grateful I am to belong to a church
that has eyes for the poor and the oppressed. To all involved, keep up the good work!

Before this we have nothing, but now we have Jesus and you.

Testimony from Lydia Paul Raj:
My name is Lydia Paul Raj. I am 14 years old.
I have 4 siblings and an studying at SMK
Bandar Sunway, I come from a poor family.
Since I attended Children Church, God
blessed my family much. Sometimes we don't
have food to eat, I cried to the Lord and pray.
And the Lord always made a way for my
family and blessed us with rice, Milo, mee hoon,
biscuits, sardine and etc from the church.

Editor: We recognise the need to help the father with his mental health and drinking issues in the long term. However the
supply of food can alleviate some of the immediate difficulties the family is facing while we work for the family‟s long
term well being and health. Please do pray with K.I.D.S. ministry for a breakthrough for this father, that he would
experience the supernatural healing power of Jesus which can set him free from his mental health condition and his
drinking.

Anyone can participate by bringing food to the Foodbank, investing time to visit and care for families, as well as
lending a hand to sort and pack food. Food can be dropped at Ground Floor, Block B, Dream Centre.
The collection time is 30 minutes before and after Church Celebration:
Saturdays, 4.30 pm to 5.00 pm and 7.00 pm to 7.30 pm
Sundays, 9.30 am to 10.00 am and 12.00 pm to 12.30 pm
Cash donation are welcome too. You can place your cash in an envelope and marked for Foodbank. Cheques should
be addressed to “Community Excel Services” with an indication at the back that it is for Foodbank. Donations can
be dropped into the offering bag during church celebration or be posted to our office at Dream Centre, 2 Jalan
13/1, Seksyen 13, 46200, Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +6 03 79587388
Fax: +6 03 79583787
Email: helpinghand.foodbank@gmail.com

